
Skin cancer is the most common type of 

cancer in New Zealand. There are several 

different types, but generally they occur on 

sun damaged skin. They can present in a 

variety of ways and your doctor will be able to 

discuss with you the features to look out for. 

The three most important types of skin cancer 

are discussed in this brochure.
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Skin Checks
The most important step of the successful 

treatment of skin cancer is early detection. 

A full skin check with one of the Skin Centre 

doctors is your best defence against skin 

cancer. 

Skin Scan™
The Skin Scan™ system enables us to not only

more accurately detect early melanoma and

pre-melanoma but also other non pigmented

skin cancers. All patients having a Skin Scan™

have a full skin check with one of our highly 

experienced doctors, rather than other similar 

mole mapping services where a technician 

performs this task. ‘Atypical’ Lesions and full 

body map images are then photographed 

through a dermatoscope with a high definition 

camera to allow us to see the exact structure 

of the moles and track any changes in your 

skin over time. Dr Paul Salmon, Dermatologist 

analyses all the highly magnified images, 

taking into account the clinical appearance 

and history. Appropriate treatment is then 

recommended and can all be carried out within 

the Skin Centre facility.

Diagnosis Specialist Dermatologists at the 

Skin Centre have spent years 

of medical training to become 

experts in their field and are well 

acquainted with all the treatment 

options when dealing with skin 

cancer. 

It is important to remember that 

not all skin cancers are the same 

and every patient is unique. Your 

specialist at the Skin Centre will 

therefore discuss what treatment 

options are available for the type 

of skin cancer you have and advise 

which treatment is best suited to 

you and the cancer. 



BCC - Basal Cell Carcinoma
Basal cell carcinoma is the most common of 
all skin cancers. It arises from the bottom layer 
of the skin surface and generally grows very 
slowly over a number of months. It virtually 
never spreads to other parts of the body. It 
can present in a number of ways ranging from 
a red scaly patch of skin, to a pearly lump with 
prominent blood vessels on the surface. If left 
untreated the cancer will continue to grow and 

may cause ulceration of the skin.

SCC - Squamous Cell Carcinoma
Squamous cell carcinoma is the second most 
common type of skin cancer. Unlike BCCs, 
SCCs do commonly have the ability to spread 
to other parts of the body. The risk of this 
occurring depends on its size, its location and 
its sub-type. It commonly presents on sun 
damaged skin as a pink/red lump on the skin 
which can be tender. Often it may have an 
ulcerated centre. Generally they grow faster 

than BCCs.

Melanoma
Malignant melanoma is the most serious form of 
skin cancer arising from the pigment producing 
cells in the skin known as melanocytes. It 
is the most common cause of skin cancer 
death worldwide. Unfortunately, New Zealand 
has the highest incidence of melanoma and 
Tauranga, the highest incidence within New 
Zealand.1 Chances of curing melanoma are 
directly related to how deep it has grown 
in the skin when diagnosed. The earlier it is 
picked up, the higher the chance of cure. If left 
too late, melanoma has the ability to rapidly 
spread throughout the body. Melanoma most 
commonly arises from a new or changing mole 
on the skin, although rarely can occur on the 

skin of the palms, the soles and even the nails. 

Aldara 
Aldara cream, also known as ‘imiquimod’ is a treatment 

that is licensed for use on certain types of low-grade 

basal cell skin cancer. It works by stimulating the 

body’s own immune system to destroy skin cancer 

cells at the site of application and in doing so causes 

redness, crusting and often a degree of soreness. It is 

not suitable for all types of basal cell cancer and it is 

therefore important that the treatment be prescribed by 

a specialist experienced in treating skin cancers who will 

be able to discuss the treatment with you in detail.  

Long term cure rates are around 70%.

Liquid Nitrogen
Also known as ‘cryotherapy’, liquid nitrogen is a well 

established treatment for solar keratoses (sun spots), 

early pre-cancerous skin changes as well as certain types 

of basal cell skin cancer depending on its location. The 

treatment essentially works by inducing a ‘cold burn’ at 

the applied site. During the healing phase (which can 

take up to 3 weeks), the area becomes red, often blisters 

and then scabs over eventually resulting in a pale white 

scar. Long term cure rates are around 95%.

Efudix 
Efudix cream is licensed for treating solar keratoses 

(sun spots) and often gives the best results when 

treating the face or scalp. Essentially it also works by 

encouraging your body’s own immune system to destroy 

the abnormal sun damaged skin and in doing so causes 

redness, crusting and occasionally a mild but tolerable 

degree of soreness. Despite this, once healed the results 

are usually excellent and importantly there is no scarring. 

It is usually prescribed between April and September as 

the cream can increase your risk of sunburn if applied 

during the summer months. This is not a treatment for 

cancers and may delay treatment of a cancer when used 

inappropriately.

Surgical Excision
Removing a skin cancer by ‘cutting it out’ is the most 

definitive way of dealing with it. As skin cancers grow in a 

random fashion, a margin of normal skin is always removed 

around the cancer to ensure no roots of the cancer are 

left behind. The removed skin cancer is always sent to the 

laboratory for analysis to confirm it has been fully removed. 

Skin cancer surgery at the Skin Centre is always performed 

under a local anaesthetic. Long term cure rates in our 

practice exceed 99%.

Mohs 
Mohs micrographic surgery is an advanced, highly 

specialised technique regarded as the ‘gold standard’ 

treatment for high risk skin cancers primarily on the face. 

Even if you have had unsuccessful treatment for skin cancer 

on your face before, Mohs surgery provides you with the 

best chance of cure.  

Mohs surgery is a highly demanding, specialised surgical 

technique. All our doctors using this technique have 

completed the American College of Mohs Surgery’s 

accredited 1 or 2 year post graduate fellowship program. 

Furthermore, Dr Salmon is an Accredited Trainer of Mohs 

surgeons. 

Your surgeon will remove the skin cancer in a unique way 

which allows a map of the skin cancer to be created under a 

microscope. This entire map is then meticulously reviewed 

and analysed by the surgeon under the microscope to ensure 

no roots of the skin cancer remain. If roots of the skin cancer 

are still present, the surgeon is able to identify precisely 

where the cancer remains and only remove the amount of 

tissue that is required to get rid of the skin cancer.  

Patients should therefore be reassured that the size of the 

wound after their Mohs surgery was the smallest wound that 

was needed to ensure full removal of the skin cancer. Long 

term cure rates 99%.

Non Surgical Treatments
of Skin Cancer

Surgical Treatments
of Skin Cancer

Solar Keratoses (Sunspots)
These are not a skin cancer, but are a 
warning that you are prone to skin cancer.  
Characterised by red, flattish scaling areas, 
which may sting if scratched. They appear 
on sun-exposed skin.

1 British Jnl of Dermatology 2007.


